The MethDB DAS server: adding an epigenetic information layer to the human genome.
The DNA methylation database MethDB (www.methdb.net) was developed in order to standardize and collect the dispersed data about this epigenetic phenomenon in a common resource. In the first version of MethDB, data was gathered by annotators and the database could only be queried. In a second step, we added an on-line data submission system that is open to the public. Here we present the DAS annotation server of MethDB that allows integration of MethDB into the network of biological databases via the Distributed Annotation System (DAS) and the representation of DNA methylation data as an epigenetic information layer to the human genome. In order to validate our system and to incorporate the data of the first large scale methylation analysis of the human genome, we assembled the 31312 sequences of the human CpG island tagging project into 13786 CpG islands and imported them into MethDB. The database contains now 19905 methylation content data and 5382 methylation patterns or profiles for 48 species, 1511 individuals, 198 tissues and cell lines and 79 phenotypes.